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he principal source of information on float resist-
ance is the model test. In view of the insuperable dif-
ficulties opposing any attempt at theoretical treatment of 
the resistance problem, particularly at attitudes which 
tend toward satisfactory take-off, such as the transitory 
stage to planing, the towing test is and will remain the 
primary method for some time to come. Consequently, the 
importance of the model test from the viowpoint of roduc-
tion of model tost data to full scèlo cannOt be overesti-
mated1 
When a model test is not in close agreement with ac-
tual full scale experience as, in fact, 0110 phaso of the 
float tests postulates, one is apt to become skoptical as 
to the validity of the law, of similitude, and for that 
reason the under lying principles of thoso questions are 
discussed first. 
When, as is accepted practice in model float oxperi-
monte, the forcos impressed by a fluid flow on 'a body are 
measured, the total force set up by the fluid. can, strict-
ly sp eaking, be similated to another geometrically similar 
body in its entirety only when it is known that the ind.i-
vidu4 components of this force which are contingent upon 
different physical properties change in the same ratio 
while being reduced to other body dimensions. Foremost 
among these components is the force :produced by skin fric-
tion, that is, by the viscosity of the fluid.. next in im-
portance is the force due to the masS inertia of the water 
particles owing to their deflection 'rom their droction 
of motion. Third, is tho i'o'rce due to gravity in so far 
as the pressure, varies with the depth of the water, and. 
in the chango in.prossuro distribution attributable to the 
variation in water level by tue waves. (thor possible 
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effects, such as compressibility, surface tension, etc,, 
are to be disregarded, since the influence of these fluid 
characteristics on the resistance is probably of no more 
than secondary importance.) 
Unfortunately, even the three kinds of forces (pres-
sure or shear in friction) under discussion do not follow 
tho same law when reduced to other scales or speeds.. 
Those forces or pressuros due to tho. mass inertia of the 
fluid follow the law of the squaro of the resistance, 
which postulates that the force vary proportionate to the 
product of fluid density to the area of the body and the 
square of the speed. This isa direct inference from New-
ton t s law of mochanics. Consequently, this proportion of 
the total force must be reduced confprinably to the law of 
thO squaro of the resistance, regardless of whothor it 
pertains to boats, floats, or airplan.o wings, because any 
othor law of similitude would reduce this force component 
erroneously. 
Now, when sbmo other force component does not increase. 
as the s quare of the speed and proportional to the area, 
but in some other arbitrary manner, perhaps even unknown 
to us, then it becomes readily apparent that reduction of 
the total force is at all feasible only when it becomes 
p ossible, in omo way, to id.entif.y.such attitudes, in which 
this proportion also is in the same relation , as the compo-
nent which follows the law of the square of the resistance. 
Since geometrical similitude in all.parts is an uncondi-
tional premise for any reduction, tlieconditions'of two 
comparable attitudes can only be altered by a correspond-
in selection in model scale and speed. A criterion for 
the choice of scale and speed which ensures that the force, 
duo to gravity owing to difforoncos in lovols (generally 
called wave making resistance), has increased in the same 
ratio as that comp onont which follows the square law of 
the rosistanco,is the so-called Froudo law.. Thia law 
stipulates that tho reduction of the measured force must 
follow tho law of tho squaro of the resistance. But thoro 
is one rovision which proscribes that this coiversion in 
such processes, in which tho gravity affocts the resultant 
force, is applicable only when, aside from geometrical 
similarity of both bodies, the Foudo number v2/g 1 is 
the same in both cases, wherein v	 speed, 1	 arbitrary 
body length, and g = acceleration of gravity. 
The phys±cal sense of this number becomes readily ap
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parent when expressed as
'Y/g v2 
Then it is seen it denotes the ratio of the d/namic 
to the static'pressure. Then these two pressures on two 
geometrically similar bodies assume the same relation on 
two corresonding surface elements, the forces sot up by 
these two different kinds of pressure are in the same 
ratio also. Once this is known the magnitude of the two 
comp onents of the forco is of no moment, and the total 
force can be convortod into tho thus charactorizod. dimon-
sions and. speeds conformably to that law which in general 
is applicablo to one of those two components. This is the 
sense of Froudo's law as well as of all othor laws of 
similitude. I have used the occasion to go more into de-
tails about these comparisons than the subsequent consid-
erations may perhaps warrant. But in the light of dis-
cussions on Proude's law and the limits of its validity 
these principles, no matter how obvious they may seem, 
are not always kept in view. 
In probleiiis on objects afloat in ideal fluids this 
law would suffice for conversion. But, since the fluids 
appearing in nature, set up, because of viscosity, shear-
ing stresses on the surface of the object, these forces, 
which again may follow any other arbitrary law, must be 
made to conform to the same conditions as the other re-
maining force components, namoly, that the shearing stress-
es Ofl the surfaco must assume the same relationship in the 
comparable attitudes as the pressures which are amenable 
to the law of the square of the resistance. But the fluid 
friction on the surface of the object is, according to 
the definition of the coefficient of friction, proportion-
al to p. v/i, with p. = friction coefficient. An attempt 
to retain the explained condition for the proportion of 
the friction also, would result in 
v2 
1 
assuming tho same value in the two comparative attitudes. 
However, this ratio is nothing more than the Reynolds 
Nurribor expressed differently, as becomes evident when mul-
tiplying numerator and denominator by g i/v '.
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These two cond.itions of Roynold.s and Froud.e can only be" 
fulfilled for equal size and. equal speed; a model test at 
more reduced scale is imosiblo	 Any attempt in spite of 
this, to apply tho law of the square of he resistance to 
the friction comonont to modol testing signifies that the 
frictiQfl effect is either considerod. as small or that at 
loast the .oviations in frictional resistance p rom thô 
square of the roistanco arc very minute. These two as-
sumptions do not holdtrue in many pratical cases. 
As rogards'the total frictional force set up on the 
whole wetted. urface,. this assumption would indicate that 
the resistance cofficient. had the same value for the 'skin 
friction in both comparative cases. The actual state of 
affairs may be judged from the data in Figure 1, taken 
from a report of Dr. Prandtl (reference 1) , which shows 
the friction coefficient for flat plates plotted against 
the Reynolds Nurabor. The shaded portion denotes the Rey-
nolds'Numbcrs at which tho modol float oxporimonts were 
rnado, (In gonoral, tho lengths of tho mOdols range around 
1 in (3.28 ft.), part of which immerses,according to the 
speed. In planing attitude the wetted length amounts to 
several centimeters. The model speeds range between 3 and 
10 rn/s (9,84 and 3,8 ft./sec,).for the most important 
stage of the take-off, thus yielding Reynolds Numbers be-
'tween i0 5 and. 106.) The corresponding numbers for full-
size floats and hulls range between l0 ' and l0, that 
,s., at the very cud of the plottdd. curve. The ariation 
in friction coefficient in the range .n which the models 
wore tested beôoraes readily apparent. Curve I represents 
the coefficient of resistance for a purely turbulent flow 
and the. small' crosses, the corresponding test points for 
flat'platos. Curve III shows the resistance coefficient 
for purely laminar flow and. curve II for a turbulent flow 
with 1amiiar entrance section. The larger the Reynolds 
Number, i.e., the longer the plate, the smaller tho'pro-
portion of the laminar' zono in tho last typo of flow which 
prevails in the forornost portion of tho envolopod. body. 
Tho resistance coefficient thus approaches that of the 
purely turbulont flow of curvo I. T'r.o, location of the ro-
sistanco coofficiont in the shaded portion with respect to 
curves I, II, or III doponds primarily on whether the flu-
id, which strikes the object or the flat plate, waS previ-
,ousIy turu1ent or whether roughness or corners or even 
' vibrati'ois in the test.' object have sot up premature tur-
bulence'.' One apDaront defoct of all modol experiments 
heretofore is that thoy have boon mado precisely in that
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zone about which tho doubtfulnoss is groatost. 
What the rosist.anco coefficient for the skin fric-. 
tion actually amounted to in the d.ifferont model towing 
oxporimonts is difficult to ascertain; at any rate, it has 
never been determined thus far. And, assuming even that 
it ias done, it stiliromains q uestionable whether much 
had been gained by it. To be sure, it then would be pos-
sible to convert the resistance, due to skin friction 
alone, somewhat better, regardless of the other resistance 
coeffIcients measured for the respective Reynolds Number. 
This method is accepted practice in shipbuilding. But by 
doing so we exceed the bounds of similarity in mechanics, 
because the difference of those coefficients precisely 
implies that the flow i no longer similar in all parts. 
Whether, and to what dxtont, the character of the whole 
flow, and: through it, the remaining resistance, is affect-
ed by it remains an oponquostion at the present stag•'of 
c1ovolopmont. This applies, in a partcularmeaI3uro, to 
tho float w1.oro it is not a problem of streamline body 
but of an objoct past whose edges the water flows and in 
whose critical zone, that is, at velocities where the re-
sistance iecomes maximum, the phenomena of separation pre-
cisely may have the most profound effect on the realiza-
tion of the planing attitude and thereby on the resistance. 
This may have an entirely different effect because of the 
difference in Reynolds Numbers than conforms to the dif-
ferene in frictional resistance alone. Being thus close-
ly bound up with the phenomena in the boundary layer It 
hardly scorns plusiblo, as far as concerns the total re-
sistance, to bliminato, for the present at least, thoo. 
difficulties through some kind, of separation of individual 
resistances and conversion according to some particular 
law of similitude. The suggestion to simply subtract a 
certain percentage of the total resistance to correct for 
the friction is even less expedient, so long as 10%, and 
20%, and sometime evon more than: that are recommended to 
correct for friction.	 . 
Thus, if the potentiality of converting model experi-
ments, which heretofore were made in an exceptionally ün-
favorable range of Reynolds Nuin'oers 1 is doubted, the rea-
sons elucidated. above should prove coivincing for they 
are irrefutable. One explanation, which seems very impor-
tant to me, may be found by. correspond'ing full-scale tests 
and. comparative model tests, roforonco to which shall be 
made further on. The only pioof hitherto was practical
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experience gaind: from model tests. As far as I am able 
to judge, the P'oude rule ensures quite acceptable re-
sult p in most cases, notwithstanding the objections raised 
in the above discission.. The doubtfulness of the rod.uc-. 
tion, which in the final analysis lies intho nature of 
the model test and which can be eliminated only by giving 
up at the same time its principal advantage, that is, small 
izee and. low spoeds, dooa not alono suffico to explain 
tho abovo contradictory empiricism. 
•	 But aside from these reflections, thereis still an-
other reason which restricts the applicability of model 
experiments, at least of those published so far, and which 
does not lie in the nature of the thing; that is the lack 
of sufficient importance which needs be attached to the 
combined action of floats and wings. Ono unconditional 
stipulation for convertibility of one model test to larger 
scales is the well-known geometrical similitude not only 
with .rosuoct to the form of the float but also with regard 
to its p osition relative to the water surface, particular-
ly of the trimming anglo (equivalent to anglo of attack 
for au airplane wing). As soon as the trim at take-off is 
no longor exacly the same as in the model test, the law 
of similitude can no longer be held responsible for any 
inaccuracies, 
The dependence of the resistance on the trim.is well 
knowi, But, since this angle, and. the angle of attack, 
respoctively,.of the whole aircraft, is again dependent On 
the moment equilibrium, the float can assume the same an-
gle only when a moment equilibrium of all forces (air, 
water, gravity, and shearing force) prevails at this angle 
in the starting aircraft, or at least be obtainable by 
control action, or else the float is in a different set-
ting and reveale, as a rule, a differont resistance than 
the one measured. on the model. The first. experiments 
were made in England. They covered a series of studios 
on the dependence of float rosistance on the trimming an-
glo and. thereby on tho moment about the lateral axis and 
weropublished. by the British Advisory Committee for Aero-
nautics. Figure 2, taken from Reports and Memoranda No. 
472, by C. S. Baker and E. M. Keary (reference 2 shows 
the results of those tests. The curves show the resist-
ance and. the moment about a lateral axis plotted, against 
the trimming angle. The loading and the spood. of tho 
float woro the samo at all angles during the oxporimont. 
(The momont, in this caso, was plotted against tho C.G. 
of the soaplano for which the float was dosignod..)
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This result shows the minimum resistance at around. 
5 to 6° for this float and speed. If . there is no pecepti-
ble change in the corresponding moment, the change in an-
g].e is comparatively great, and. with a change in trimming 
angle the resistance abandons its best position and rises, 
first slow]y, then rapidly. 
In Germany, H. Herrmanh was first to publicly point 
out the practical significance of this effect. (Refer-
once 3.	 He proposed to the D.V.L. (Deutsche Vorsuchsan-
stalt fur Luftfahrt) in 1925 to underwrite the expenses 
incidental to a tet progra patterned. after the English 
studies. The D.V.L, responded favorably and commissioned 
Mr. Herrmann to make .such'experiments . ' They were made in 
1926 in the experixne,ntál laboratory for shipbuilding at 
Hamburg and. subsequently published.. (Reference 4.) 
Thus, even if S- a certain amount of experimental data 
was available from whidh some information could be ob-
tained, it was far from being conclusive enou gh to furnish 
a clear, comprehensive explanation. All published data 
were always obtained in view of one particular seaplane, 
and. the reports do not always include the stipulated pro-. 
sumptions, so that in such cases where the moment about 
the lateral axis changed. and its effect was studied., itwas 
impossible to tell fr6na the reports what the actual amàunts 
of these moments really were. (Unless the resultant mo-
ment is also given, the dimensions of the test set-up, re-
spectively, the points of application and the magnitude 
of all forces should be stated, as is customary practice 
in the English reports.) Aside from this the available 
data are always given for limited sections by one certain 
loading or one certain trim, etc.', so that not one of the 
publishod reports àould be used to follow a got-away from 
beginning to end. 
11 To obtain a clear insight into these questions, P. 
Schrod.er, the erstwhile expert b the D.V.L. on matters 
pertaining to floats, prearranged. corresponding experi-
ments and. designed a test apparatus which, in contrast to 
that of the H.S.V. (Hamburgieche Schiffbau-Versuchsan-
stalt) described in the report ofHerrmann, Kempf, and 
Kiocs, does not provide for reading the depth o' immersion 
and the trim on a scale but by means of a continuous rec-
ord during the entire test, This improvement turned out 
to be very advantageous because in the most significant 
attitu4es the model usually executes combined vertical and
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tori&ni 'dc1]làtions about the lateral axis with more or 
-es pronouxfc.od mplitudos. 
experiments woro sub soquontly und.ertaken by the 
SV'.
	
d cárrio'd out by the expert o..thaD.V.L, An-
other formulated test pro'am was to omody the conáôrted. 
efforts of the two institutos. The oxperimonts wore niado 
in :d .óno. t.iofl with towing. tests for Rumplor's transoceanic 
proj'oct. The costs wore mutually dofrayod. The most per-
tiiÔnt dat. rolating to thQo oxporimonts and thoir inter-
protation'hve already boon mado public. (Reference 5.) 
The 'f,flidamontal Importance of those tests on tho sub-
soouà±it con'sidoiàtions may be briefly summed up as follows: 
According to' toots' on throc different float forms tho re-
sistance is most sensitive to changes in trim at tho 
speeds whore the boat goes on tho stop. Obviously, any 
slight chango of trim then sufficos to delay tho planing 
atitudô'. At higher spocd.s tho sensitivity bocomos loss, 
'untfl upon approaching got-away speed, it bocomos moi'o 
pronounced again. 
•	 The effect of the location on the rosistance and. on 
the moment is easily explained. For the primary purpose 
of the stepped float is to raise the boat from the water 
by dynamic lift an4• to reduce the immersed area and there-
by the frictional rosistanco. I the orthodox float ar-
rangements tho frictional resistance generally equals 
(computed. with the cooffic,tpnt measured on tho flat plate) 
about 1/3 of the whole float resistance.. Since, at the 
corresponding speeds only a s1igit excess in propeller 
thrust prevail's over the total reM stance, get-away would 
be hardly possible if the wetted 'urface were not at the 
same instant' materially reduced by:the dynamic water lift. 
Because the frictional rosistanco would. increase practic-
ally as tho squaro of tho speed and the wing lift in this 
range of about 40% of tho got-away spoed would havo no de-
cisive offect as yet on the lift-off. At around 60% get-
away speed the 'frictional resistance alone would already 
exceed the totalrosistanco of the conventional floats. 
"When the boat has exactly risen totep he water be-
neath the step still passes very c)T osoly along the after-
body. II' the trimming angle is. too high..the.afterbody or 
part of it becomes oasily immersed and. inèroasos the ró'-
istanco. On the other .aand., if the trim is too small, 
tho float will not produce the necessary amount of d.ynamic
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lift; it lies, on the whole, still deeper in the water, 
which again increases the amount of wetted. area and. con-
sequently, the resistance. The reason tho going-on the 
step is so sharply defined. and accompanied by the typical 
hump speed (resistance maximum) is due to a suddenly pro-
duced. attitude where the afterbod.y lifts off from the 
water. 
As the speed. increases the float continues to climb 
out of the water; first, bocauso the wing lift increases, 
and. second, the water mass, to which a downwardaccolera-
tion must be imparted in order to bo able to produco the 
necessary lift, diminishes as the speed incroasos 	 Now 
the forward supporting part of the float acts sii.iilar to 
an airplane wing (because of the small 'wetted area, the 
frictional resistance plays a subordinate role)? in which 
the resistance also is primarily dependent on the amount 
of lift and to a lesser extent on the circumstance of 
whether this lift is produced by a' thick wing at low, an-. 
gle of attack cr by a thin wing at high angle of attack. 
Bt the afterbod.y is so far above the water that the trim-
ming anglo is amenable to changes within a cortain extent 
without immersing again. Then the trimming angles become 
too small, the wetted. supporting area ahead of the stop 
naturally becomes groator in this attitude and the result 
is a much greater resistance after a certain chango in 
anglo. 
Many floats show a pronounced. sensitiveness just prior 
to lift-off. The explanation for this is the nocossity of 
ensuring large trimming anglos in this range in order to 
start with maximum wing lift, i.e., lowest possiblo speed. 
As a result thereof the wave, which is formed aft of the 
step , again clings close to the afterbod.y and a slightly 
greater trimming angle (afterbody placed. too low in the 
design) suffices to cause immersion. Figures 3 to 5 show 
the results for one 'of the examined. floats at two differ-
ent loadings. The moment is with respect to a lateral 
axis through the stop. At 10 rn/s (32.8 ft./sec'.) speed, 
which about brings it in tho neighborhood. of' tho hump 
speed, particularly when the float 'is highly loaded, the 
retention of the corroct trimis of greatest importance, 
while at othor speeds this effect is not quite so'signif-
icant.	 . 
A simple ráfloction reveals qualitatively tho behav-
ior of tho moment about the lateral axis during the take-
off process, (confined to the moment which the forces of
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the water exert upon the float). 
In the rest position the resultant of all water forces 
attacks in the center of the displacement,, and this is gen-
erally near the step. As the boat is started, the bottom 
in front of the stop commences to produce dynamic lift, 
Thus the,rosultant wator force shifts forward. and tho float 
trims more and more by the stern up to the moment whore 
the boat is on the stop and all lift Is produced ahead of 
the stop. As the speed increases the boat- then continues 
to rise out of the water and the supportingarea is thus 
reduced. The consequence is a backward displacement of the 
resultant and finally a coincidence with the edge of tho 
step at the moment of lift-off. In this second. phase of 
take-off the. tail-heavy moment becomes smaller again until 
the forces of the water, and thereby the moment, disappear. 
A recurrent immersion of afterbody or any other part of 
tho float while planing, naturally disturbs this kind of 
moment behavior, According to the distance of the respec-
tive parts. away from the step, they are capable of setting 
up considerable moments. 	 . 
Unless'these moments during the take-off process are 
taken into account in the design and the C.. of he air-
plane is located far enough forward, the afterbody still 
remains in the water, even if the dynamic-: lift at this 
spoed. were high enough to raiso the boat to step. Tho 
aftermath would be high frictional resistance and . a bad, 
if not altogether impossi.blo, take-off. This, I -think, Is 
the physical explanation of a phenomenon which seaplane 
pilots often express by °tho afterbod.y sinks fast." 
Tho conclusions to be drawn from thoo considerations 
are the following promises govorning the installation 0±' 
floats, and whose observance or.nonobservanco i a domi-. 
naut factor on the take-off characteristics, To ensure 
satisfactory cooperation botwoen float and soaplano, the 
location of the O.G. . in front of the stop must bo so chosen 
(by very high propellers the best O.G may even be located 
aft of the step) that a moment equilibrium prevails by, 
neutral control setting at that trim at which the resist-
ance is approximately minimum. This, of course, includes 
all moments. about the lateral axis sot up by tho forces 
..of , air, water, propol.lo.r,. and it own weight. At least it 
should be possible to obtain this rar.geof trimming angles 
by control action. Furthermore, the angle between longi-
tud.inal axis of float (more exact, o± the float line with 
respect to the trimming angle) and the wing chord must be
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so chosen that the wing produces the necessary lift for 
starting at angles to which the minimum float resistance 
belongs. 
As obvious as these two rules are, they nevertheless 
were not taken into account in sufficient measure in the 
published model tests. I, the first place, many published 
model experiments were made at one trim only. I. most 
cases this is a different setting at each speed, because 
the moment varies about the lateral axis according to the 
above explanation. The sequel is that the model, which 
is usually mounted so as to permit rotation about the lat-
eral axis, assumes a position which is dependent on the 
more or less accidental kinematic conditions of the mount-
ing method. Because of the measurement at only ono trim, 
the model float forms examined in this manner are not quito 
comparable, aside from the aspect of conversion to other 
scales. For it is impossible to judge from one of two 
tested model floats, towed perhaps at.:amoro unfavorable 
trim and which for that reason seemed worse, whether or 
not it is in reality superior to the other which by chance 
happened to be measured at the trim for which its resist-
anco is lowest. 
Having selected a float form which showed suitable 
qualities as model gives us the resistance coefficients 
for a certain trith at any speed. Now if it is desired to 
arranio this float conformably to the above postulates and 
to maintain during the take-off process the angle of the 
model test at any speed, it implies that a certain angle 
of attack of the wing is sDocifiod which changes more or 
loss accidentally during the take-off in the modo]. float. 
If the model test stipulated only ono loading,, decreasing 
with the square of the speed, so that at each speed tho 
resistance was definod. for one loading only, the actual 
seaplane generally will no longer have the same lift as 
presumed in the model tost, Still, many model tests are 
conducted in this manner, In spite of variable trimming 
anglo a constant anglo of attack is presumed. At low 
speeds it usually is not so bad, because at starting the 
angle of attack is. not the same as assumed by the model 
measurement. But at high speeds (hump speed to get-away) 
this effect may become of vital importance.	 - 
The result of this limitation to one loading is that 
the data cannot be reliably applied save for aircraft with 
a well-defined, starting speed. The starting speed for 
which the model measurement was determined., is at the saie
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time 'fixed by the scale of enlargement. But as a rule, 
the seaplane, for which a float measurement is needed, 
has not the same starting sp eed as assumed by the model 
with a view to any definite design. As a result, the 
doubtfulness, when applying such results, becomes still 
greater. 
Besides, the corrept criterion for a satafactory 
start is not merely a minimum float resistance, but rather 
a minimum total resistance of wings plus float. This min-
imum of the whole system does not, or at least not at all 
speeds, coincide with the minimum for the two individual 
components. To ensure an absolute minimum, the attitude 
of the float to wing would haveto be capable of changing 
during the take-off process. Hence a compromising solu-
tion is inevitable, and. the endeavor will be to take spa-
cia]. notice of the attitudes which seem most critical in 
the present construction problem. 
But in or4er to effect such a compromise, the resist-
ance of the float in the different questionable positions 
would have to be known, asid.o from the moment of the float 
at the different speeds, trims and loads within the scope 
in question, to ascertain whether the specified position 
is at all obtainable, and to effect the disposition of 
C.G. to step and the setting of wing and float in such a 
manner that the seaplane makes a good. start without help 
if possible (as many do). The fact that these viewpoints 
are not sufficiently recognized in model tosts is much 
more resonsib10 for the distrust in the application of 
model test data than the errors incidental to reduction by 
Froude 1 s law of similitude. The consequence is that the 
published float measurements cannot be used n the true 
spirit of the model test and in the light of accepted 
practice of publishing airfoil data, namely, to select one 
tested shape and. then be able to find, all necessary numer-
ical data thorefrom, 
The behavior of the different moments sot up on tho 
soaplano may he seer. from Figure 6, which was akon from 
the data of an experimental seaplane, and. whiôh is to be 
usod for float tests. The figure shows the momonts of 
float resistance and float lift, both assumedly applying 
at the edge of the stoD, the wing moment including propol-
br by zero control setting, all with respect to the C.G. 
of the seaplane. It shows, in addition, the moments ob 
tamable by certain elevator displacements 	 , once when
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the. slipstream strikes the control surfaces and once when 
it does not. The basic speed about corresponds to the 
hurap speed. The moments which can be sot up with the con-
tro]. surfaces are, as soon, comparatively large with ro-
spect to the other moments, when thotal]. surfaces are in 
th slipstroam. It is largely by virtue of this fact that 
the application of model test data is ordinarily success-
ful; for through it, it enables the pilot to make up for 
many. things which could not be taken into account during 
the construction. However, even then the setting between 
wing chord and float must be such that thO cärroct angles 
of attack, particularly the maximum wing lift, can be ob-
tained in the last stage of take-off without wetting an 
unnecessarily 1arg, float aroa. But if the tail surfaces 
are blanketed from.the s1istroam, the obtainable moments 
are very small and in such aircraft the exact compliance 
with t:ie two conditions, discussed above, is essential to 
assure a passab10 starting performance. 
This matter assumes special significance whon the 
float has two steps, So long as the two stops are actual-
ly suDporting, the moments necessary to change the trim 
are so large that they cannot be produced by the tail sur-
faces... Incidentally, it is very important.in this case 
to be ab]..e to investigate carefully the setting of wing 
and float, and to confirm the presence of the correct an-
gle of attack of the wing, particularly immediately pre-
ceding get-away. Since boats with two steps quite often 
run on one step only in the last stages of take-off, while 
on tie other hand, tho part of the boat between front- and. 
roar stop is very close above the water, the danger that 
this part may immerse again by slight changes in angle of 
attack, is very great. Hero the coaction of wing and 
boat requires particular attontion. 
Model test data, especially when intended for publi-
cation, i.e,, destined for general information, should. 
not be ascribed, to one particular seaplane, and s?ioi.Ld em-
body the qualities of tie float as detailed. as in he case 
	
of wing sections, namely, as regards lift, drag 	 mo-
ment about a lateral axis which, although arbitrr2i y so-
loctive, should nevertheless be incorporated. in he test 
report. After we had- completed our investigation we heard. 
that Mr. Tank of th Rohrbach Company, had made a great 
number of to'i±ng tests in the above-described manner and 
that his experiences relative to reduction to full scales 
were very satisfactory. But such test data as these,
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which would be of inestimable value, are invariably never 
publi shod. 
The .
 question whothor, and. how, it is possible to make 
model float tests which are applicable to any seaplane 
rcgard.loss of size, and what data a complete medol measure-
ment should embody is now in order. 
Since every seaplane design is for a specific gross 
weight, the scale of enlargement of the tested float is 
decided to within certain limits. According to the intend-
ed purpose of. the seaplane, a proven float form may be 
loaded perhaps 10 to 20 per cent higher or lower. . (If nec-
essary, the stability can be modified by appropriate de-
sign of the superstructure.). Under thoso circumstancos it 
would be desirable to know how' the qualities of a float 
would be ñiodified. under say, a 15 per cent higher, and a 
15 per cent lower than normal loading. For that reason a 
series of float tests with three different initial loadings: 
normal, somewhat below,, and above normal should be begun 
now.
The get-away speed in the design o.f all seaplanes is 
contingent upon the choice of wing sectiOn and with it, 
on the manner in which the wing lift changes with respect 
to the speed during take-off and thus reduces the load. on 
the float. Now the starting speed of soaplanos of identi-
cal size fluctuates perhaps 15% above and. below a •cortain 
average, and if tho float loading for the three selected 
init-ial loadings woro now made in such a way as to de-
crease in the usual manner with the square of the speed, 
while on the othor hand, the three got-away spoed.s for the 
three difforont weights likewise varied by 15 per cont, 
as indicated in Figure 7, it would. rovoal the float load-
ing for all practical seaplanes of this size. Moreover, 
it would not only show the loading at a certain.stage of 
reduced wing loading but at any other arbitrary one as 
well which might occur during, take-off; for the interpola-
tion between these three curves would also rovoal any othor 
reduced load curve. In this manner the applicability of 
the test data for soapianos of the same size would be prac-
ticable regardless of the get-away speeds which vary with-
in certain limits according to the purposefor which they 
are intended. In addition, it would make it feasible to 
follow the start of an overloaded teap1ane, which is an 
important factor by the increasing need for long range 
seaplanos.* 
*Inamool tost :
 made byG, S. Baker and E. Li. Koary, the 
load. reduction was similarly choson, (Roforonco 6.)
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-Now. what is the result when it is attempted. to apply 
such model test data to soaplanes of sizes different than 
that for which the modol test was made? According to.. 
Froudo's law of similitude corrosponding soods are avail-
ablo for a seaplane of difforo-n.t size. when the sp eeds vary 
as the sixth root ol' the gross weight, or in other words., 
as tho square root of the dimensions. (In twin-float sea-
planes the proportion of the gross weight ontrainod. by the 
float is, of course., decisi.) Henco, every test point 
may be transferred to soaplanosof . aiy arbitrary size.pro-
vidod the got-away speed of that seaplano is proportional 
to the sixth root of its gross weight. This stipulatiqn 
corresDond.s to Lanchester'sdorivod. law for the onlargo-
mont of aircraft, and. the practical dovolopmont has, in 
fact, followed along .thoso lines. Figure 8 shows how the 
starting spoed must-increase with the gross weight to on-. 
sure conversion to arbitrary sizes, The three curves rep-
resent tho starting speeds plotted against the gross weight 
for the above three loadings as obtained by reduction of 
the discussed. model test with three difforont float load-
ings according to Froude's law. It includes all soaplanos 
of which I could obtain any data. It is soon that by far 
tho greater percentage of starting speeds lies between the 
values predicated by the modol test, so that tho test data 
are applicable to all these seaplanos at any arbitrary at-
titude by interpolation. -Those seaplanes in which the 
starting speed is considerably higher, are racing planes 
with very high speed, and for whose float other factors 
are, moreover, involved, since here it becomes a matter 
of minimum drag rather- than seaworthiness. 
A float test made in the above-described manner can 
be applied to normal purpose aircraft ranging from the 
smallest twin-float seaplane to the largest flying boat1 
This advantago should be utilized... I-believe-that. 
the test data of about ten typical floats -would supply all 
the necessary information for any normal design problem, 
and. a largo portion of the float resistance question, as 
far as concerns the practical application, , would be olimi-
natod, Of course, thero still will bopossiblo variations, 
But if this test is already made selective to a certain 
extent, that is, confined to accepted forms or to such 
which according to pro1iminary tost are acceptable, it 
should ho possible to.find. a- suitable form for any pur-
ported use.
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To" bó sure, the resistanco and the moment at various 
trims would have to be moasurod.'for each lift and for each 
corrospond.irig speed, to enab1 the designer to install the 
float correctly as well as to make 'it possible for him to 
follow 'the equilibrium of the moments and Of the force 's at 
any position and speed which might occur during tho take-
off. 'The many variables naturally make a groat number of 
test points necosary for' a completo float investigation. 
Thus a completo test at say, ten different speeds un-
d'er three: different loadings, and at frorn 4 to 5 different 
angles of attack, requires altogether about 130 test points 
o stations. 
On the other hand, it should 'be, bornô in mind that 
this is the prirnary,urpose of the model test; first, be-
cause it makes the model tests comparable to one another, 
second., it. permits installation so that the best possible 
take-off qualities are actually obtaLnable aid lastly, it 
ensures the applIcation for all ubseqtentlydesigned sea-
planes regardless of size.' This undoubtedly makes this 
method more simplified and less expensive than,when the 
measurements have to be repeated, for each seaplane, and. 
which, even if intend.d. to serve but that special purpose, 
is nevertheless not much smaller in scope. 
Aside from the float rosistanco, the strength at start 
and landing is of greatest significance fOr the seaworth-
iness. A normal landing in smooth water presents no dif-
ficulties. Butby landings in seaway the pronounced. shock-
like loads are difficult to control from the construction 
standpOint. The points of view on how the impact phenom-
ena are enacted and•what quantities are priLlary factors, 
are still at variance, 
A qualitative, comparatively easy insight into the 
physical principles of the problem involved may be ob-
tamed, by applying the laws of impact in electrical mechan-
ics to this process. ' But this is not to imply , that its 
theoretical solution is siinDle, 
The conditions for the impact on the flying boat be-
ing too complicated, we begin with' the most elementary 
case, namely, an object dropping on the water. The bottom 
of 'the object is assumedly flat, and dros from an arbi-
trary height on a smooth water surface, the flat bottom 
striking the wator in its full extent. Now two things may
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ha'Dp on. The object of any aroitrary but finitr weight is 
decolorated'to • zero volocitrthe instant it strikes the 
''water' or else it penetrates it at fin.ite.spee. If water 
"and object were not elatic the force of impact (hence,. 
the pressure) would have to become ii.finite1y large in both 
cases, for in the one case the object with finite mass is 
slowed, down fror a 'finite voi,oqity to zero within the in-
"fini,toly' short time interval, In the other case, a finite 
water mass is sot in motion a.t the moment of contact and 
accolorato'd. to the velocity at which "the object penetrates 
• the surface of the wator. Thus, we have in both cases in-
finitely large ac'co1erat,iois and docolorations and, ' . accord-
ing to tho fundamental law of mechanics, infinitoy great 
forces.	 ' 
The real force (pressure) is, of' courso ', not infi-
nite, or thO object at least, would be destroyed. The 
fact that the force of impact remains finite, is splo1y 
'duo 'to elasticity. In a rigid o.bject the elasticity o.f 
tho water would also be of signific'anco. But in flying 
boats 'with their flexible bottom planking and their other 
elastic mombors the elasticity 'is' o high compared to that 
of the water that the thnount of the pressure is ossential-
ly determined by tc elasticity of the 'float rathor than 
by that of the water,. so that the latter may be considered 
as being 'incbmprossiblo, 
The l effect of the elasticity of the object is manifest-
ed. ifi the following manner. At the instant the object 
touches the surface of thewater only the loermostinfi-
nitely thin film is' retarded; the other'parts,still retain 
their motion. As a ' result the object is compressed, and 
an elastic bodyis not, able to transmit '. a force from one 
partIcle to , another until 'a form change occurs. ' The , elas-
tic forcessot up bythe deformation then impart to. the 
lowest layer, and thereby to the water, a downward accel-
eration and retard the other parts. At,the init.a1 moment 
the incipient force is '. small because the deforri;ions are 
small. ' But' as long as, the upper parts of the hoy still 
move faster than the water, the bodr is more nI more, com-
pressed and tho foce, ' and through' it the acce1craton, 
Impressed. on the water increases. This increasu continues 
till the maximum of comrossion Is reached. Then the form 
change recedes, and. as the objoct regains its former shape, 
the force of imp act becomes zero. As a rule, an o'boct 
deforms toward one. sido or the pter once it has boon com-
pressed and then cxto'ndCd beyond its zci'o position. Be-
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ginning at that momont.tlio for&.o±' impact would..act,as 
tension and. this would. continue lack and forth several 
times until this ósc1lation had boon dampod. out. Our in-
toroct is contorod. in the first stage of the process up to 
where the maximum force of impact is reached, 
Applied to the case of the float, this means that the 
hott.or planking thay be considered as tho lowermost, infi-
ritlythin film of waterwhich i:omains during.thofirst 
ilistanco of contact, The .otho'r masses of the float and of 
theaircraft still continue tomovoat the same rate of 
spood, As a rosult thereof, 1l elastic members are corn-
presec1, and a force begins to act on the bottom and 
through it on the water mass. The more supple the elastic 
connection, the -slower the iise of this force , impressed. 
on th water.' The accolera on bf the water is divided 
over a longer pariod. and. the impact is lessened, 
This postulate on the irnpaôt holds true regard.lo
	 of 
tho forth of the float, Thenovor a finite piece of the 
float planking strikes a portion of the water surfado 
which is oxactlyparallol to the planking, nothing can pre-
vent breakage save the elasticity. 	 . 
Aside from the effect of the tem p oral coure of the 
impact process, stipulated 'by the elasticity, on the force 
of impact, the extent of the aroawhich simultaneously con-
tacts with the water is also of vital irnortanco,• for it 
dofino th amount of water mass to be set in motion, This 
is dependent on theform of the float and. on the form of 
the water surfce. Vhon a keeled. float ottics on smooth 
water, a ver:' small water mass is acceloratOdat the moment 
the keel immerses. As the depth ;O immersion increases 
the immersed. portion expands, and. with it the water mass, 
until at last the entire bottom is ir the water, The keel 
offoct here acts similar to the Olasticity, namely, the 
ko]. divides the momentum over a longer period. The only 
difference is that the keel does not set the wholo water 
mass into motion at once, but first brings avery small 
water mass directly td finite. pood which then continues 
to expand., In contrast to this the elasticity manifests 
itself so that the entrained. water mass may have a finite 
m.grLitude froia'tho very beginning, but instead. , of being 
instantaneous, it is gradually accelerated. to a finite 
Speed., 
Tho,e cloliberations woro mathematically developed.
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along with suitable experiments for idealized conditioms 
by 7. Pabst (reference 6), and have already been published. 
Prom the considerations on the effect of float form, 
the conclusion may be drawn that the stipulation of low re-
sistance and small force of impact is contradictory as far 
as concerns tho form itsoif. A small rosistanco for a 
given lift is obtained when the largest possible water 
mass combined with minimum immersed. area is impartod. a 
downwai'd. acceleration. A small forco of impact is contin-
gent upon tho accoloratod. wator mass showing an oxceod.ing-
ly slow rise as the depth. of immersion increases, and by 
virtue of the. thus necessitated form, the area as well as 
the acceleration imparted at the idos of the water, be-
come largor. At starting, this results in resistance 
which does not contributo to tho lift. On the other hand, 
the medium keeled bottom reduces the impact force very ma-
terially without, however, any pronouncedly higher resist-
ance, so that a medium keel is always acceptable. 
Heretofore, a smooth water level had. been assumed, 
while in practice, the process in seaway is of primary in-
terest,. 
Whereas the conditions are exactly as in smooth water 
in a qualitative sense, it never will be posib1e to de-
fine quantitatively the impact forces based upon a theory. 
The seaway is extremely multiform and comprises waves of 
any length, and which do not, as a rule, run in the same 
direction. Hence it is not possible to effect a calcula-
tion for all forms of water surfaces which may hDpen at 
the moment of contact '. Moreover', this is necessary be-
cause it still is possible to predict beforehand in princi-
ple, what the result will be, as already stated above. 
If the form of 'the' water surface, at the place whore tho 
float sets down, is exactly such that a groator portion of 
the surface is parallel to the planking of the float, so 
that' in' the very first instant a groator part of the float 
strikes' 'the water, the float will be damaged, no matter 
what its form, unless elasticity 'intercedes. 
But even the appearance shows that the advance stipu. 
lation, namely, the corresponding form of the water sur-
face at certain places is always given for heavy sea as, 
well as for relatively small waves, óxcepting that these 
conditions are• only more or loss frequently available ac-
cording to tho structuro of seaway and shape of float.
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They are most frequent when the wind, has turned, shortly. 
before starting or landing, so thatwaves from overydirec-
tion overlap one another. The most dangerous waves for 
kôeled. aiid. flat float alike, are those roiling in from tho 
side. In fact, this accounts for tho many cases where a. 
seaplane is damaged in moderate sea after having success-
fully undergone its seaworthiness tests in much heavier sea, 
It is readily pparenthat the problem here-is essen-
tially ästatic one and that the primary object must be to 
define by what forms - in deDondenco on the rospoctivo sea-
way - the advance stipulations arc most frequontly given 
for great impact forces along with the extent of this fre-
quency. Experience has shown that keeled forms arc better 
in seaway than others, for when.tho waves roll up from the 
front - which is at.loast . approximately quite frequently 
the dase - there is nofund.amontaI difforonco from the pro-
cess in smooth wator, : Oniythc - pecd of.impact is.higher 
because of an additiOnal component of the path velocity 
de to the inclinati'on of the water surface, aside from the 
pure sulking speed. Thus the keel has a shock-reducing ef-
fect. Still no form can be found which-is not occasional-
ly subject to the same high impact forces -as those which 
are less. favorable, when tho conditions prevail a outlined 
above. Tho froquency of high impact forcesmay be reduced 
by correct float form, and. it should be done, of course, 
as far as possiblo, even though this does ñôt altogether. 
preclude thoir occurrence. The only- remedy for lowering the 
impact forces, even by the worst p osition, lies in the 
thOico of appropriate olasticity. 
I:do not hold the fear of elastic floats and float 
bOttoms to be- wholly justified. Taking into account the 
extremely short periods during which the impact occurs, 
even a smallamount of elasticity suffce to considerably 
lowo±' the impact forces. The elasticity as it prevails 
to-day in most cases even without aid on part of the. de-
signer, and being conditioned only upon the structural ma-
teri/lis ample enough to reduce the pressure from infin-
ity to about 3 atmospheres. - (This. is the highest pressure 
recorded by the D.V.L. for a flat bottom float.) It is 
outside the ambit of this report to entor into a discus-
sion on how to select the elasticity so as to ensure uffi-
dent flexibility against ;roat impacts in order to reduce 
the forces, .and at tho same time avoid all disagreeable 
deformati±'s incidental to load variations, These load. - 
changes are duo to the	 rying float immersion depths, the
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float alternatingly riding the.crest and then the trough 
of the waves while the float, itself firmly maintains con-
tact with the water. These fluctuations are generally much 
slower than the impacts exerted upon it when the float was 
wholly out of. thewater and. then immersed again. Thus, it 
seems p lausible to.so choose the elasticity that the float 
itself may be considered as practically rigid with respect 
to the slow lift changos and st:ill.be flexible enough to 
lower tho short-lived impacts. In his way the seaworth-
iness may perhaps be improved., whereas the forms which 
heretofore havo proved thoir practical worth aro hardly 
amonablo'to much more refinement.	 . 
As a result of these deliberations, our next step was 
to measure the impact forces for as many landings in sea-
way as possible. If independent thereof, the elasticity 
is simply determined by experiment; the principles as. out-
lined above, furnish a comparatie basis for the results. 
Based upon the known elastic properties . and the measured 
impact force, the exten.t of.the area.and.the entrained 
water mass which has to be available, is calculated., This, 
while yielding but an average value, still helps to clar-
ifymat.ters considerably. 
The.. principal difficulty encountered in these experi-
ments, was the lack of suitable test methods to fit the 
requirements. After manifold attempts, the problem has 
now been solved. successfully, Since the test method. has 
already been described at various times, as, for example, 
in the paper of Pabst (reference 7) , we briefly mention 
that the method. consists in measuring full scale the elon-
.gation of. the structural members, such as struts of the 
flotation gear, float members, etc.,, by means of an elon-
gation recorder, The record is obtained. from a diamond. 
scratching upon a moving glass plate, which is subsequent-
ly interpreted. under tho microscope. With a sufficient 
number of test stations the deformations, and. thereby the 
force, can be determined along with the resultant force 
of impact. The maximum local prossuros are recorded on 
indicators in conjunction with the olong .ation record-er. 
Because of. the rosults of thoso exp eriments, the abovG 
mentioned roport merits special notice. Figures 9 and. 10 
wore t&on from the same paper. Figure 9 shows tho ro-
sultant o forco of impact at alighting and. its location with 
respect to the s.oap lano, while in Figure 10, the numerical 
values of the individual impact forces (in t) and in 
load factors areplottod. against the time.
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•	 In order to obtain. results of a more general nature, 
the study of any ropresontativo typo of floató should be 
supplemented by tosts on floats with systematically vary-
ing forras.as wall' as.systematically chängingdogroo of 
elasticity, It would not require . . so very many, Six to 
eight difforon't kinds of floats would hoip' a great deal. 
• A secondary problem of.the. i.mpa'ct.forces is the meas-
urement of 'the seaway. The first..step should. be
 to define 
the character of the seaway'near thelanding place to en-
sure a basis of comparison. Preliminary studies in this 
direction are under way. But for the actual impact pro-
cess it would be very desirable t'o ascertain the form of 
the wator.s4rfaco at the point whore the float settles, 
but'for which I can coo no way at pro'sont.vihich would be 
practical to use in seaway. So the problem must be solved 
by channel tests, 
A far as concerns the resistance, I have 'already 
pointed.'out the method by which the tests should be made. 
so that" the' data may be. applicable to any seaplane of ar-
bitrary size, We intend to make stich tests on the sea-
plane itself as well. In that way it eliminates any diffi-
culty, through the off'oct' pointed out. abovo:in' connection 
with the model measuremonts.' The tost sot-up', begun four 
years ago, but postponed from time to' time on account of 
shortage' of personnel, has at last been completed. It con-
sists of a flotation gear and a seaplane of about 2000 kg 
(4410 lb.) gross weight'executod. a three component bal-. 
ances on which one lift component eabh,'.front and aft, and 
the resistance is measured. The inclination Is photo-
graphically recorded, and the spood. by aspocially designod. 
Pitot.
 tube. These experiments simulato taxyiig on smooth 
water at constant cpeed.,'at which: the stated quantities 
are'naeasured. If necessary, the effect of.water depth will 
be included, The:first trial measurements have been made 
and I hope to be ahl.e to start tho actual experiments in 
the very near futuro. 
While'outlining the future aims of those studios, I 
do not'wish to imply that ovorything will bo carried out 
in the near future by our own solo efforts but rather that 
It presents a better picture of the whole by stating the 
ultimate aims. of all these purported preparations'. Our 
program calls for resistanôe studies on (perhaps. 6 to .8), 
different floats in conjunction with' comparative tests on 
corresponding model toots in the seaplane towing chanllQl.
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This is to be followed. b measurements of tho impact forces 
and. their, distribution over these samo floats' in seaway 
and the intorprotation of any ovontual changes in resist-
ance and the total starting charactoristic .s with respect 
to smooth wator. Lastly, the stability of the floats is 
to be determined. Then, if the wholo test data are compre-
hensively compiled in the roprosontativo manner o ring 
section data, it will provide a foundation which, even 
though continuously in neod. of modification, still would 
make for a certain clearness of the problem and thoreby 
become a groat help in the futuro deveiopmont of tho sea-
plane. 
The report was followed by an animated discussion 
which, however, cannot here be repeate1 verbatim, for lack 
of space. I therefore attempted by means of stenographic 
notes, t.o pick out the main points as •the debate went on. 
My own remarks are given in brackets. 
Dr. Schrder pointed, to the possibility of limiting 
the number of tests by means of a reduction law (see Zeit-
schrift fui' Plugtechnik und Mptorlu±'tschiffahrt, 1931, page 
9) , which makes it possible to compute the corresponding 
quantities for'different planing attitudes with different 
load and speed. from the resistance and moment, respective-
ly, measured in one p laning attitude. 
[Such a law would be very useful, indeed, and we tha1l 
avail ourselves of such possibilities as far as, is feasible 
to do o.J 
Mr. Bock spoke of the iihoront difficulties in all 
airplane measurements when attempting to establish suit-
able test methods. Ho was gratified to hoar that the 
D.V.L. methods, which wore usod by the Junkers company for 
different experiments, had proved successful here also. 
Dr. Tpfer commented. that in applying such data, as 
obtained from float experiments, to future specifications, 
special purpose aircraft, such as fast mail airplanes must, 
in particular, be taken into consideration, if that phase 
of development is not to be retarded. Because of their 
high landing speed, which such aircraft must have, the 
conventional requiromonts hero aro very difficult to com-
ply with.. 
Professor Dr. Hoff observed that the specifications 
should be considered as something that could and.would.
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have to be modified as. progress warranted, 
[In the paper no. thought was given to structural spec-
ifications, but rather to the explanation of the problems 
involved.] 
Dr. Seehase ref erred to the keeling effect and. .cito.d. 
the specific case àf. a keeled float, bottom with downward. 
protruding 1ongitud.i'ná]. strips below • he board walls, 
which upon being removed., resulted in materially reduced 
±orce of impact.... He also inquired. ab,out the accuracy of 
the elongation recorder and the errors of the optical en-
largement. 
[The longitudinal strips on a float effect an increase 
in the accelerated, water mass. At tho moment the. strip 
dips into the water there still , exists a certain amount of 
air space between str.ip and float bottom. As soon as this 
whole space is filled. with water a certain mass of water 
mut 'suddenly be sot in motion, whereby the strips prevent 
thd flow past the edges similar in efoct to the end plates 
on an airplane wing.] 
• '' '[The errors of the test instruments range around. .003 
th (.00012 in.) when handled corr.ectly 1 ..and they are caused 
by the inaccuracy in .tho carrier gaido, elongation in dia-
mond. holder, etc. The optical enlargement is, in any case, 
the most accurato in 'existence anywhere.] 
Translation by 3. Vanior, 
National Advisory 'Committee 
for Aeronautics
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Fig.3 Moment and resistance for constant loading and constant speed 
plotted against angle of trim. (0.4 starting speed). 
A,Load._on float_G=2920kg_(6437.49 lb.) 
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Pig.4 Moment and. resistance for constant loading and constant speed

plotted. against angle of trim. (0.6 starting speed). 
A,Load. on float G=2920kg (6437.49 ft.) ft-Th
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Fig.5 Moment and resistance for constant loading and constant speed 
plotted against angle of trim. (0.75 starting speed). 
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Fig..6 Wing moments (inclusive of propeller and control surfaces) 
at various control settings and water forces with 
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Pig.7 Reduction of load, in model float tests. 
= normal gross weight (proportion of float). 
= mean starting speed of aircraft of 
this size. 
Pig.8 Starting speed of present day seaplanes plotted against 
gross weight. The curves represent the starting speed 
after reduction conformably to Froudo's law from a model test 
with unloading according to Pig.15.
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